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This is to certify that we have issued an insurance policy as follows 

Policyholder NTEX AB 

Policy number LP0000039592 

Insurance period June 1st, 2024 to May 31st 2025 

Insured NTEX AB, NTEX AS, NTEX Inrikes, NTEX GmbH, NTEX SIA, NTEX UAB, 

NTEX BE, NTEX FR, NTEX LTD, NTEX Logistics LTD and Lättfrakt. 

Scope of cover Cover in accordance with the General Conditions of the Nordic 

Association of Freight Forwarders, NSAB 2015, effective as of January 

2016, implying that international conventions such as CMR, CIM and 

Haag Visby also are covered. 

For NTEX LTD and NTEX Logistics LTD:  Liability arising under NSAB 

2015, CMR convention, BIFA, UKWA or RHA conditions of Carriage 

(uplift included). 

Geographical scope 
 
Anywhere in the world but excluding Severe-risk areas and shipments      
to/from/within countries and areas which are subject to restrictions in 
accordance with enclosed Sanction Clause IS 1:2. 
Severe-risk areas 
This insurance does not cover transports to/from/in the following 
countries Afghanistan, Central African Republic, Iran, Iraq, Libya, Mali, 
North Korea, Palestine, South Sudan, Somalia, Sudan, Syria and Yemen. 
Transports of all goods within, to, from or through the Russian 
Federation, Belarus, or any non-government controlled areas in Ukraine 
and the Russian Federation’s territorial waters are excluded. 
Unless specifically agreed, Transports to, from and within Kazakhstan, 
Turkmenistan, Kyrgyzstan, Uzbekistan, Tajikistan, and Azerbaijan 
territory are excluded. 
 
Also excluded are areas/locations with risk level Severe and above (4.4 
risk score and above) pursuant to the Joint Cargo Committee 
(JCC)/”Global Cargo Watchlist”, as updated from time to time. 
 
The risk level  according to the latest watchlist version published by JCC 
at the time of risk attaching determines the scope of geographical cover 
for each individual transport during the entire insured transport, see link 
below: 
 
https://watchlists.ihsmarkit.com/services/watchlistinspector.aspx?watc
hlist_id=a661e336-c342-4965-b1e7-70980edf8cc2 
 
Should the insured require cargo insurance in excluded countries, 
locations or areas the insurer reserves the right to decide upon coverage 
at the insurer’s sole discretion and at an additional premium. 
 
War and strike risks are excluded in Ukraine. 
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Sum insured 8 000 000 SEK per loss occurrence 

 

This certificate is issued as a matter of information only and confers no rights upon the certificate holder. 
This certificate does not amend, extend or alter the coverage afforded by the policy mentioned above. 

 

29 May 2024, Stockholm 
 
Issued by 
 

 
 
Lena Carlsson 
Assistant Underwriter 
lena.carlsson@if.se 

 

 

  

 

 


